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Abstract: Diabetes is a continual daunting menace in Ghana. Although policy makers keep investing in areas to fight the disease yet the
number keeps increasing. This brings out the question of whether monies are channeled to the truly needed districts. In this work, a disease
map is plotted showing the variations of the relative risk of the disease in all district of Ghana. This maps are critical and informative to
policy makers. This allows them to target policies and use the already meager resources well.
Keywords: Disease mapping, Bayesian analysis, Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) Spatial analysis, Deviance Information Criteria (DIC)

1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Spatial epidemiology comes into play when the main aim is
to identify whether or not there is any form of spatial or
geographical variations in our data with respect to some
identified disease. The incorporation of spatial elements
redirects the way epidemiologist understand diseases
especially in relation to the environment [18]. This
technique dates back from the time of John Snow, who
employed this technique in identifying a bore hole
contributing to the spread of cholera in his locality [29].In
this field , data comes in many forms, however, our main
target will be the lattice data which normally appear as
count data. With the use of this new technique data data,
epidemiologists are able to identify the distribution of some
named disease in the form of disease mapping. To do this,
the relative risk of the disease in the geographical locations
is modeled and in most cases appears in the form of a
regression model with some distributional assumptions.
Normally, in the case of count data, a special type of
regression model is used called Generalized Linear Model
since the count data does not satisfy normality. The
inception of the Geographical Information Systems has
helped to change the way scientist look at disease mapping
([29]). The 1792 mapping of yellow fever and the 1854
cholera endemic triggered the idea of disease susceptibility
mapping. Yellow fever and cholera were mapped in the
year 1792 and 1854 respectively and this fueled the idea of
disease susceptibility mapping [19]. Disease maps comes in
many forms, but in this case, the interest is in the
quantitative display of the population at risk and infection
prevalence [4, 25]). This will do by using spatial statistics
which involves the use of location data in analysis ([25]).
There is an additional advantage of filtering noise from the
data [8]. Among those who used this method are, [?]
connected the changes in etiological factors (environmental
variables) to a diseases. Also [7] hierarchically modeled
fasciolosis . [?]) presented a geographical map of malaria
and identified some of the important environmental factors

of the disease in Sistan and Baluchistan province, Iran ,
([27]) applied disease mapping to infectious diseases when
a primary case can result in secondary cases, by direct or
vector transmission whiles ([24]) used an alternative model
i.e. the Gaussian Component Mixture (GCM) model instead
of the proper or improper CAR in disease modeling .
Diabetes is a major public health issues in terms of both
morbidity and mortality. Diabetes is currently at the
epidemic level with 70 percent of those infected living in
low and middle income economies([30]). About 87 million
people have diabetes in the world and more than 22 million
people in the Africa Region; by 2035 this figure will almost
double ([15]). Prevalence in Africa as at 2007 was nearing
the 10.4 million mark, World Health Organization ([30])).
Ghana is one of the 32 countries of the ( International
Diabetes Foundation for Africa) IDFAFR region. Ghana
has its fair share of diabetes 1 [1 which is a group of
metabolic diseases in which a person has high blood sugar,
a condition which could be attributed to a situation where
either the body does not produce enough insulin or because
cells do not respond to the insulin that is produced; but it
could be controlled and managed with little injections of
insulin.] mellitus at monumental score of 450,000 cases of
diabetes in 2014 and cost per person with diabetes stands at
148.8USD([15]).
Several studies have been done on the subject, however, a
nationwide comprehensive work is yet to be done
considering cases of diabetes. This adds to the uniqueness
of the work. The purpose of this study is concerned with
carrying out a spatial model of diabetes cases in Ghana
which will be applied in mapping, to available data on the
non-infectious diseases. In our case we wish to map the
variation of diabetes in Ghana based on the assumption that
disease risk varies solely on spatial factors. Stage 2 which is
the methodology spells out the mathematical methods used
and the method of estimation for contributing parameter,
whiles stage 3 involves the display of results in the form of
tables and maps and then stage 4 includes discussion and
conclusion.
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2. Methodology

probability of A compared to B [17].

Count data for validation of our model was retrieved from
Ghana Health Service. Data is collected and collated by the
district in each region by the District Health Directorates .
The corresponding population counts were also retrieved
from the Ghana Statistical Service, whose activities are
clearly spelt out and defined at the policy level. There was
no problem with data in terms missing data or
unavailability.

The advantage this method of estimation brings to board is
the information it tells us about the the unknown parameter
unlike the frequentist. For example, the P-value and
confidence interval does not measure what is known about
the parameters [7, 12, 17]. With Bayesian inference, we are
able to take advantage of the prior i.e. what we know about
the parameter when we have no data, π β .

From these collated data, we represent our counts data as
vector, Y = y1 , y2, ,  , N . The formula for the

(

)

expected rate was similar to the one adopted by ([3]), where
ni is the given population of district i . The expected rate
was said to represent the population effect for the district in
question. Then, Poisson model can be used to represent the
count suppose that we want to measure the variation of the
disease in Ghana with the aim of identifying the districts
with the highest and lowest risk.
Assuming that each individual case is reported, then we
present, where ni is the given population of district i .
The expected rate was said to represent the population
effect for the district in question. Then, Poisson model can
be used to represent the count suppose that we want to
measure the variation of the disease in Ghana with the aim
of identifying the districts with the highest and lowest risk.
Assuming that each individual case is reported, then we
present

P(Y = yi ) =

µi e

( )

To achieve these, the unknown parameters are assigned
non-informative prior to depict the minimal information we
have about them. We adopt the Gamma distribution to
model precision parameters (inverse of variance
parameters) with known hyper parameters α i and δ i

,

(
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where
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is the relative risk which is expressed in terms of the
covariates and the special effects. In our case, we omit the
covariates for the assumption that, the relative , θ i , only

. The likelihood
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whiles,

Poisson distribution representing the average count per
interval and

θ i = α 0 + βX′ + ui + vi ,

αi
δ i2

)

(

(1)

yi can take values from zero and above, and
µi = θ i ei . In this case, µi is the parameter for the

and variance

then comes in which involves how likely the data Y are
given the parameter in question, we denote this by
f Y | β . So our posterior, according to Rev. Bayes, is
proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood;
written as; p β | Y ∝ π β f Y | β . In our cases, we
employ the very know Besag York and Mollie Model for
the computation of the prior of the spatial effects. With the
fact that, one of the spatial effects always dominating the
other,[2] assumed that u and v were independent with
the following priors as used in ([20]): They are;

− µi

y!

αi
δi

with expectation

(

)

vi : N 0, σ i2 .

(4)

Going by the above, we can compute the posterior of the
unknowns , ui , vi as,

= p(ui | Y ) ∝ π (ui ) f (Y | ui )

(5)

varies spatially for all units and these variations are peculiar
to each district. It is just okay, if we represent ui and vi
to be correlated
respectively.
Here

and

uncorrelated

spatial

effects
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, d i and N i represent the number of neighboring

districts respectively ki , σ i are unknown and they will
have to be determined by choosing appropriate hyper
parameters when using Bayesian method. Interestingly,
Bayesian method originates from Bayes theorem which is
more of a conditional probability where the conditional
probability of A given B is the the conditional
probability of B given A scaled to one by the conditional

(6)
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The Posterior for the offset,

(

p(α 0 | Y ) ∝ p Y | α 0 , σ
The posterior for

(− 1.5,1.5), but the (95%) credible interval has most of its

α0 ,
2

)p(β | σ )p(σ ) (8)
2

2

σ 2 is,

p(τ | å ) = ω (τ | α , δ )ω (τ ),
∝ (τ )

− (α +1)

 δ
exp − ,
 τ

(9)

(10)

where α and δ are hyper parameters of the gamma
distribution represented by å.
WinBugs 1.4 was used in the computation of the results and
analysis ([28]). Winbugs is a statistical program specialized
in Bayesian analysis. This time it employs techniques in
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC is one of the
suitable methods recommended when computation is
complex and involves method such as Gibbs sampling and
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm ([26]. Bayesian presents
many advantages over the frequentists in the sense that
confounding problems are always corrected by the data
inclusion.
Model estimation was carried out using a Bayesian
approach. To be precise, a non informative normal prior
was assigned to the offset parameter, α 0 whiles the
variance parameters are assigned inverse gamma
distributions. The assumption that covariates are not
available was considered. WinBugs version 1.4 was used in
the implementation ([26]) phase. A single chain of Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations of 50,000 was run
with a burn in period of 10,000 with every tenth sample
value retained for analysis. Every tenth sample value
considered for arriving at the convergence of the estimates
from the remaining 10,000 samples. The decision on
convergence was arrived at based on the behavior of our
trace plots (as shown in Figure(2)) and autocorrelation plots
of the MCMC output ([12]).

3. Data and Results
Annual diabetes cases in Ghana varies across the entire
country with most cases occurring in the regional capital
and the lowest occurring in the northern part of Ghana
especially with newly created districts.falls within the
brackets of one (1) to 29,474 with the former being one of
the newly created districts; North Tongu in the Volta
Region and the later being Tema-Kpone-Akatanmanso
district in the Greater Accra region.With maps of this
nature, we are able to understand more, the state of diabetes
in all the districts of Ghana which will enhance equitable
distribution of resources. In this write-up, emphasis were
laid on the spatial variations present in the disease rather
than covariates. In the case of the correlated spatial effects,
ui , we had the values falling in the domain of

values as positive signifying a positive relationship between
the relative risk and that parameter. In the case of the upper
credible interval for the relative risk map, all components of
plotted quantity are the same.
In the case of the uncorrelated spatial effect, we had all the
values falling within the interval of (−0.02669,2.965)
with most of the 95% credible interval falling within
positive, signifying a positive correlation between the the
relative risk and the parameter. The case of the offset
however was the opposite with negative values in the mean,
and the credible intervals telling us of the negative
correlation between it and the relative risk.
In Figure (1), it is easily seen that, majority of the districts
are at a higher risk with most of them conspicuously present
in the southern sector with Bosomtwe (Ashanti Region)
standing as the highest followed by Agona East (Central
Region) and then Ejuara-Sekyeredumase (Ashanti Region).
On the other hand Upper Manya Krobo, Ga East and
Savelugu-Nanton are among the lowest risk districts. From
Table (0), it can be deduced that vi is more influential than

ui as it contributes more to the determination of the
relative risk. The bigger the value of

vi the more the

relative risk in the district and vice versa.

4. Discussion
In this write-up, we show the disease variation with respect
to every district by way of a disease map. The relative risk is
clearly captured based on the assumption that, it varies
spatially which was modeled using the known Conditional
Autoregressive (CAR) model proposed by ([2]).
WinBugs software was used in the implementation phase
where the offset parameters and hyper parameters were
assigned non-informatic priors.
The model showed spatial variation for diabetes for all
districts in the way of a smooth map and this is an efficient
tool for advising policy makers when tackling the disease in
the country. Bosomtwe (Ashanti Region) standing as the
highest followed by (Central Region) and then (Ashanti
Region).
Based on data acquired, those in Bosomtwe (Ashanti),
Agona East (Central ) and Ejura-Sekyedumase (Ashanti)
are at the highest risk of the disease. These results make
sense when subjected to the work done by ([5]) who
identifies the Central, Brong Ahafo and the Ashanti
Regions of Ghana as some of the regions with high cases of
the disease. The paper i.e. ([5]), stated that the average risk
of these regions are higher than that of the world.
[5, 9] in their works confirmed the unrelenting increase of
diabetes in Ghana with [5, 14] connecting the excessive
consumption of carbohydrates to the increase in diabetes.
These findings make a lot of sense as fufu (from cassava),
banku (Maize), yam, rice, etc. form the basis for almost all
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foods in the regions [22]. Also, one of the reasons for the
high risk could be as a result of urbanization which is in line
with the findings of ([1]), where urbanization was
accompanied with increase in income and subsequently
increase in car ownership and consumption of fatty foods.
One of the reasons contributing to the upward surge in the
population is the absence of leisure activities as stated by
([5]).
On the other side of the coin are Upper Manya Krobo, Ga
East+La-Nkwanta and Savelugu-Nanton, which recorded
the lowest risk in ascending order. In the case of the first
two, [5] attributed it to the availability of health resources in
the districts which is helping to fight the menace. The other
districts however is found in the northern part of Ghana.
Millet, sorghum, guinea corn and groundnut with small or
no protein. Too much protein-contents has been known to
trigger diabetes [22]. The last not the least, the people of
these regions walk miles to and fro their farms which serves
as vigorous exercise for them. [1, 5, 22] has identified

exercising as one of the key therapies against diabetes.
In this work, validation was not based on covariates as the
main agenda was to measure the variation of the disease in
the country by way districts.

5. Conclusion
In this work, a model was built that has the potential of
modeling the relative risk of disease in Ghana. With the
above model, disease maps were displayed after a Bayesian
method has been used in the parameter estimation. This
map is essential for advising policy makers as to which
districts to prioritize when distributing mitigating
resources. We recommend extending this case to a multiple
case where multiple diseases can applied.
Remark 2 This is an example of figure 1.

Table 1: Comparison of Count Models in Ghana
Results of some random districts
Model
Upper Manya-Krobo
Ga East +
La-Nkwantanang-Madina
Savelugu-Nanton
Ejura-Sekyedumase
Agona East
Bosomtwe

ui

Relative Risk

vi

0.00292(− 0.008464,0.01482 ) − 1.884(− 3.366,−0.5384 ) − 2.993(− 4.682,−1.381)

0.0057(− 0.006225,0.01732 ) − 1.677(− 2.916,−0.5842 ) − 2.407(− 3.635,−0.9156 )
0.005854(− 0.00688,0.1924 ) − 1.706(− 3.707,−0.2578) 1.275(0.2702,1.743)
− 0.2397(− 1.23,0.4419 )
6.369(6.184,6.561)
3.218(2.387,4.255)
6.814(6.648,6.986 )
1.501(1.042,2.691)
1.544(0.2132,1.8913)
25.26(24.69,25.84 )
1.391(0.8509,2.543)
2.965(1.709,3.414 )

Figure 1: A map of relative risk of diabetes cases in Ghana.
Figure 2: The 2.5 percent upper credible limits maps
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Figure 3: Random selection of trace plot of the Relative Risk
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